Chapter 4
“Easter”
Sarantos felt as though he was standing on the edge of time - no, dangling from a
thin rope at the edge of time was more like it. He’d grown up quickly but never with
a sword in his hand, because he always had the love that a good family provided. He
never had the need. He was never pushed to fight. He’d been adored growing up,
loved, but still lacked the acceptance of it never feeling quite worthy of his place in
the world.

His tent was cold tonight
and the warm soup mug
held between his hands
didn’t help as much as he
wanted it to. It reminded
him of when his mom
made warm soup when he
was kid.

Starships had replied fairly
quick to the knowledge
that the hostages were
removed from the enemy’s
camp. The destruction of
hundreds of Belocks,
Satorians, and Bendarians
was inevitable though.
The air battle wasn’t lengthy, yet his army was still now in an active fighting zone
risking their lives every moment. He’d lost good men over the last two days. He
wasn’t sure how much longer they’d be able to keep up this pace and not burn out
under the unending heat of action.
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The OKurians appreciated all life and the enemy knew that, always keeping to
caverns and large forests thus forcing the need for hand to hand combat. Air battle,
although it was quite effective, was not as acceptable to the OKurian way of
thinking. Their men and women were willing to give up their own lives to protect
the land for future generations. The destruction of priceless wildlife and plants that
were an important part of their world, some even being on endangered lists, forbade
them to come in and just blow up an area. This worked to the enemy’s advantage.

Okurians believed that if you had to fight a war looking someone square in the eye,
you’d have more incentive to embrace a peaceful resolution. You’d simply find a
better way. It was the most sensible way to view war, but unfortunately the
humanoids in the world proved throughout their storied history that being a barbarian
was much more to their liking. Working together in a logical manner just made too
much damn sense. Men always wanted to be in control and deliver their ego and
supreme righteousness upon the world. There was always someone who wanted to
rise to a higher status, financially or professionally. The arrogance and bravado was
something that, unfortunately, would constantly consume the world and everything
in it.

“Captain.”

Brel’s strained voice gave him cause for alarm.

“Brel, come in.”

The tent flap opened, and the energy of this vibrant man entered the tent at once
along with the cold wind.

Their eyes locked. Neither one said a word for several minutes.
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Sarantos continued, “I know you come with unwelcome news about Addie. Just tell
me.”

It didn’t matter anymore.
He felt the thin rope twist
and come undone, slowly,
rejoicing in his agony. He
was prepared to meet the
end of the world, his world.
Doom. He wasn’t sure if the
rope would snap, but hoped
it wouldn’t, because the
outcome of this military
campaign depended on him
keeping it together. His
breath was chilled as he
inhaled. He hung onto it so
long, he gasped sharply
when he finally exhaled.
There was only one thing
Brel could say that would hold any meaning to him at all.

Brel moved closer to him; that wasn’t a good sign. Sarantos closed his eyes fighting
back the tears.

“Captain, she’s not doing well. The Doc is out of solutions and Addie is going down
fast.”

His head reeled. The Doc is out of solutions. That rang in his head like a trumpet
blasting in his eardrum.

“Brel, what does that mean, out of solutions?” His voice was a quivering whimper.
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“I’m sure it means, she’s not going to make it, sir.”

“Well, that’s not acceptable, is it, Brel?”

He refused to believe it. He had faith and that faith made him think back to his
childhood, or rather someone he’d met as a young teenager.

“Captain, I’m sorry.”

Sarantos suddenly stood tall, patted him on the back and said with stern purpose,
“Find me a priest named, Decan. Bring him here immediately.” His eyes locked onto
the confused expression of Brel. “I’m not mad, my friend, but I just remembered
someone I met years ago. Go quickly. He can help us!”

He loved Brel like a brother. The time they’d spent together under such tragic
experiences bound them forevermore with the beloved bond of brotherhood. He
couldn’t help but smile and be thankful for his upbringing with a group of people
who respected and embraced a holier way of living and thinking. He felt blessed. He
felt hope.

He finished his soup and for the first time in the past few days, he felt his belief
tighten and become stronger. He was being pulled back into the real world, away
from the abyss.

***

He slept well and when the first morning light warmed the tent anew, he awakened
to a sense of confidence and hope for Addie, the love of his world.
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The men outside were already moving about, getting ready for another day of
combat. The robots kept the enemy at bay during the night, but he had a bad feeling
that small portions of the army scattered about the woodlands were moving quietly
against some of the outlying towns. He had little faith of resolution for those that’d
wanted a peaceful life and had built their homes out in the forest. Maybe, with any
bit of luck they’d already evacuated before the onslaught of this wicked race of warmongers brazenly intruded upon their homeland.

He was sitting on the edge of his cot putting on his boots when he heard some
commotion outside his tent.

“Captain?”

He recognized the voice. “Yes,
come in Sonny.”

The tent flap drew back, and the
robot entered. “Sorry, sir, but I
thought you could use some
breakfast and coffee.”
“Yes, thanks so much.”

He reached out his hands and took a
plate with eggs and charred toast. He
ate ravenously. The stress of Addie
made him hungry. He never
understood why whenever he was
stressed out during his entire
lifetime, he somehow had a
bottomless pit of a stomach and
managed to pile in loads of food at a
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furious pace. Although, the never-ending walking, heavy combat and stress probably
also created another need to feed his body an insane amount of calories.

“Captain, Brel informed me that Decan will be here within the hour and he’ll bring
him here straight to you the instant he arrives.”

“That’s great. How did we manage last evening?”

“Nothing critical, sir.”

He sipped on his coffee. “That’s good, Sonny. Do you enjoy coffee?”

“Yes, sir.”

“Interesting. I would suggest, if possible, send a small group of soldiers to the outside
edge of the woods to either side and see if we can find any small skirmishes lurking
about. You know, come in on the sides of the woods and crush them on all three
ends. I’ve been thinking that they’re running around out there destroying homes
within the woods and also outside of the woods.”

“Sure, like a hit and run group?”

“Yes. Exactly. Do you pray, Sonny?”
“Well, I do Captain. An OKurian family with strong morals raised me and they’re
balanced in their life. I was lucky to grow up here. So yes I do.”

“Good, then make sure you pray for Addie. She’s going to need it.”
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“Captain, I will. If I can be so bold to ask you about Decan?”

“Sure.”

“I heard Decan is a Holy Man of the highest regard. A healer, in fact, and follows
the beliefs and practices of Jesus, the greatest savior the world has ever known. Is
this the man, you’ve sent for?”

“Yes, he is ancient and is said to have lived and followed Jesus when he was upon
our world. He glows. His spirit is soft and filled with love. He’s lived on OKurian
for the past twenty years, and I met him when I was just a kid but the influence he
had on my life was incredible. I’m sure his lifespan has allowed him to live and
influence the teachings of Jesus on many different worlds. I’m honored he is coming
to visit me here, to the very heart of this battle zone. The battle for life but also the
battle for the soul rages on here.”

“That’s amazing. I’ve heard that no one knows what race he actually is, although
some believe he is one of the Soulsearchers.”

“Sure, I’ve heard that, as well. There’s a deep mystery to that race. They’re said to
have been born of stardust. Only ten have ever lived, and their life matches that of
the worlds. They’re guardians and watchers waiting for the second coming.”

“It’s fascinating, but I better see to those small groups of fighters moving from either
side of the woods and causing chaos!”

“Thanks, Sonny. Good luck.”

“Sir.”
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With that, he left Sarantos sitting alone with his thoughts once again. Normally he’d
already be out there giving orders, but today was different. The day felt offbeat.

“Sargent Cam?”

“Sir?”
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“Your cam sounds foggy, Sargent. No matter though, I need you to ready the men
for combat. I’ve sent Sonny to prepare and dispatch additional groups to surround
the woods on either side, just small groups to make sure the enemy stays within the
confines of the woodland. If you can aid him with this please. Also let the OKurian
Captains know as well.”

“Done. Will you be joining us, today, Captain?”

“Later, Sargent, this morning I have an important meeting, but I’ll join you within
the next few hours. Out.”

“Out.”

Cam was a good man and proved invaluable during combat. The Olivian people
were truly skilled in both combat and strategy. That must be what helped Admiral
Bane achieve such success. He knew his army was safe. He thought about Matt
Blume. He hadn’t seen his friend for several days now. He’d been cooking and
assisting in laying out strategic plans on the other side of the camp. As if on cue, the
tent flap opened and there stood Matt, smiling like he always did on the starship.

“Well, aren’t you a breath of fresh air this morning, Matt.”

“You too, Captain. I came to see what’s going on with Addie. I’ve been so busy, that
just now I finally got the chance to have a chat with you. I put Private Fred Opal in
charge of breakfast. I’ve had him in training.”

“Now, that’s funny, Matt. I can’t visualize that, for some strange reason.”

The tent suddenly turned into grand central station as the flap opened once again,
and in walked Major Flint.
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“Captain.”

“Well, Major, it’s great to see you. How’re you doing? That last combat nearly did
you in, but here you are standing in front of me regardless.”

The Major looked good after recovering from surgery and major combat wounds
when he and Addie had been injured months ago in the war for the outpost. His
injuries were devastating and he’d needed a lot of time to heal.

The Major nodded at Matt, and said, “I’m doing well Captain and ready to help
challenge this army to carry on some real combat. Let’s eliminate this pesky
aggravation.”

His reference to the enemy as an aggravation caused Sarantos and Matt to laugh.
Sarantos shook Flint’s hand. “It’s good to have you back, sir. I’ve let Sargent Cam
know to move small groups to either side of the woods to flank our opponents. He
and Sonny are working on it now. Your input is most valuable. Sonny, is one of the
robots, but an amazing ally.”

“I do look forward to this mission sir. It’s payback time.”

Hitting his cam, the Captain nodded in agreement. “Sargent Cam, head over to my
tent and pick up our good friend, Major Flint. He’s waiting and willing to get back
out into action.”

“Sir. Out.”

“Would you like a coffee, Major?”
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“Yes, thanks.”

Matt nodded and said, “I’ll be glad to get some. Look at what they’ve been feeding
you over here, Captain.”

“It’s not bad, but
nothing you’d whip
up, that’s for sure,
Matt.”

“I wouldn’t think
so” he grinned as he
exited the tent.

“Have
a
Major.”

seat,

“Thanks, Captain. I
was sorry to hear
that
Lieutenant
Stuart is back at the care center. How is she?”

“Dying.”

There he said it out loud, but the word seemed to hit the wall and fall to the floor
with a dull thud. He shuddered.

“I’m sorry, Captain. I’d heard she was at the clinic, but I couldn’t actually get in to
see her. I was relieved when Brel brought her in. We were all hoping he wasn’t too
late. She’s an incredible warrior with a strong fortitude. She might pull it off, yet.”
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“You’re right, Major. I feel helpless out here and being able to even hold her hand
makes me crazy. I can’t see her. I can’t touch her. I know you know that she’s
important to me as my Number One but also on a very personal level.”

“Yes, Captain. I wish there was something more I could do, but I promise you that I
can help end this battle.”

His sincerity was overwhelming. It warmed his heart.

An OKurian that Sarantos didn’t know followed Matt inside the tent carrying several
cups of coffee and a plate of food.

“This is what you should be eating Captain,” said Matt, as he handed him and Flint
a cup of fresh steaming coffee and nodded towards the plate his assistant carried.

“Thanks for the coffee,” said the Major.

The plate had thin slices of meat, bread and some sort of mini cakes.

“Thanks, Jones,” Matt said, as Jones placed the food on a small table and excused
himself from the tent.

“Wow, how’d you know I needed more food?”

“Instincts, my dear Captain. Instincts.”

The food was incredible and the coffee held a different flavor, not as bitter.
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“You are amazing, Matt,” said the Major. “I didn’t eat this well back at the outpost.”

“Sorry, for that, Major. I can’t be everywhere.” He chuckled and sipped on his own
cup of warm coffee.

They enjoyed some time together, discussing tactics and then Addie. Before long,
the Major stood up and announced his need to get out there into the field and help.
Just then, Sargent Cam ran into the tent.

“Sorry, Captain, I was detained.” Cam looked at the Major and said, “So good to see
you, again.” Shaking his hand, he continued, “we certainly need a commander like
yourself, sir, to get things done here. It’s my pleasure to go over what we have.
Please join me in my own tent.”

“Yes, Sargent. Glad to be on board. I can’t wait to meet this Sonny character.”

They both turned and acknowledged the captain before leaving his presence.

“Well, Matt. I certainly enjoyed your breakfast. I miss being on the starship. That’s
one reason I joined the Federation. Flying through space eating your food all the
time. You know what I’m talking about, don’t you?”

“Yes, sir, I do. It’s the tranquility and the peace.”

“Yes, Matt, along with the fact you’re floating high above this type of thing.” His
arms expanded, circling around him, and encompassing the whole inside of his tent.
“Up there I feel above the madness, leaving it to other men to sort out the deranged
decisions needed down here.”
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Matt, nodded, and stared at his friend. “Yes, Captain, I know what you mean. That’s
why I wanted to stay on board. I try to hide my fighting knowledge, because I’ve
seen enough war in my lifetime and nothing’s changed. There’s always someone
wanting more than they earn in a rational way. Taking without negotiation is
allowed, in the grown-up world. If all nations could teach their children to share and
earn without taking, would it work?”

“Well, Matt, I’m not so sure. Sometimes, I think we are just average people that have
a different personality type and that is the whole of it. You can’t take on someone
else’s personality. We are only in control of one thing in the world, and that’s our
own actions.”

Before Matt could answer there was commotion at the tent. Matt headed to the
opening and the chilly air came rushing in as he opened the flap to the outside.

The holy man stood suddenly at
the opening. The sun moved
around him ever so softly. His
face was just as Sarantos
remembered it when he first
saw him as a youth. The chill
was gone in a flash. A calm
warmth moved silently into the
tent. Brel followed and pulled
the flap closed.

“Decan.”

That’s all he could say. He stood humbled before this ancient man, a man no one
really talked about and no one celebrated, because he’d have none of it. He was
humble. His Lord was the only power that moved and guided him, nothing else.
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The holy man floated to him somehow. He reached out his hands taking them in his.

“Sarantos.”

He wanted to shake, to tremble in awe, but he couldn’t for some bizarre reason. The
holy man’s strength wouldn’t allow him to falter, and the eyes of all life gazed into
his. They were blue like the sky, but green like the sea, with brown flecks like the
earth itself. His skin was ageless. He had a full-grown beard white as the snow with
soft lips peeking out from under the sage mustache. The white, shiny hair of Decan
hung past his shoulders and looked like the wings of doves as he moved his head.
His unassuming clothing wrapped around him like the swaddling around a child
because he somehow embraced the secret of youth. The peace that brought him such
elegance was working for the greatest savior ever to walk upon any known world,
Jesus.

He finally found his voice after ten minutes of peacefully gazing into the Holy Man’s
eyes. “Decan, thank you for coming to see me. I’m just a simple servant and will
forever be in your debt.”

“Sarantos, there are no debts to fulfill here. I’m here to guide.” His voice was delicate
like the silky wings of a butterfly.

It was then that he noticed Matt standing next to him, motionless. “Decan, this is
Matt Blume, a friend and confident.”

“Matt, nice to meet you.” Decan took Matt’s hands in his and Matt in some way
looked ten years younger.

If it was like this to look upon a follower of Jesus, he couldn’t imagine the true
blessings that would come if he ever looked into the eyes Jesus - one of the greatest
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holy men ever to live among the sinful men of the world who roamed freely among
us.

Matt said, “I’m beyond pleased, Decan. I’ve only heard the gossips of one such as
yourself, but now I’m humiliated in your sight line, for thinking it only that; gossip.
Please forgive me. I’m utterly ashamed.”

Decan smiled and the ocean breeze that accompanied it lifted the spirit of Sarantos
with ease. He was sure it affected Matt in the same exact manner. “The forgiveness
is only for your own soul that was lost for a while but is now found. Forgive yourself,
dear friend, as you’ve already been forgiven by the highest of hosts.”

Matt bowed and said,
“Decan, may I offer you
some food and coffee?”

“Yes, thank you. To
break bread with friends
is honorable.”

Brel said, “Decan would
you mind if I spoke with
my captain quickly
about a few things,
before the drink is
brought back in?”

“Not at all. That’s fine,” said Decan, as he sat down in a chair next to the table. He
sat patiently.
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Brel took a moment and caught up with Sarantos about what’s been happening
outside in the battleground, while Decan sat calmly awaiting his coffee. When Matt
returned, he brought bread, coffee and fruit. Obviously, Decan was a vegetarian.
“Thank you, Matt,” said Decan.

“My pleasure, Decan. Captain, I’m sorry but I must leave now. Chief Greg Petty is
waiting for me to go over some critical details of nourishment for the coming battle.
If I may take leave now, Captain?”

“Yes, Matt, be safe and give my best to Chief Petty. I haven’t seen him much over
the past month.”

“I will. He’s an amazing man. Captain, Decan.” He turned and left the tent, but this
time the cool air didn’t come in.”

“Brel, please join us for some coffee and bread,” said Sarantos.

“Okay, I will sir. I’ll be returning with Decan to make sure things will be handled
properly for you, Captain.”

“Well, shall we begin then,” asked Decan? The Holy Man broke off a small piece of
bread and spread a fine boysenberry jam right on the top with a graceful deliverance.
Even in eating he was gentle and humble.

“I’m sure you’ve been told why I’ve asked for you to come here?”

“Yes, Captain. I’ve heard of Lieutenant Stuart. I even actually met her once. She’s a
beautiful soul, who has her own beliefs, yet can still be open-minded enough to
embrace my own. I’d be overjoyed to help such a woman.”
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“She may die, Decan, or so I’ve been told.”

The first time he’d said that aloud had hurt but now, it was easier to speak the words.
That scared him. Brel kept his head down but Sarantos knew he was listening
intently.

“She is a strong-willed woman, and her faith is, although quiet, it is never-ending.
Her belief that I’ll be able to help her will increase her chances tremendously, dear
Sarantos. I sense an intense love that you have deep in your heart for this woman.
Am I correct?”

He felt his cheeks burn.
Sarantos said, “Yes, intense
is what it is, if it can be
measured in such a manner.”

Decan said, “We only have
our own words to explain
what we feel, but it’s our
actions that show what we
truly feel. I could only say a
single word that I felt from
your love to express my
thoughts to you. Your
actions show how deep your
love is for Lieutenant
Stuart.”

“Yes, Decan, I think I understand. I will give you anything you need to help her, and
if you chose to do so, I offer my humble service to you and to the lord. If it doesn’t
work, I’ll do the same and then it would be her time to be at peace. Either way, I
believe.”
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Decan sipped on his coffee. “I’ve no requirements, dearest Sarantos. I’ll do this
freely. The world needs her spirit in it. All I want you to do is breathe. Just breathe.
Relax and breathe.”

He felt his lungs fill with air and he breathed it out so heavily that he almost keeled
over onto the table. He trusted this Holy Man, and his lord. He hadn’t thought about
God for a long time! Now he believed God was a sure thing. No matter what, he and
Addie would win. If she died while Decan was there, then her passing would be
more divine somehow. He’d be ok with it. He’d have given her every chance and
tried everything in his power. But if Decan healed her, that would be a marvelous
gift and a new life for both of them. It was a win-win situation.

The three of them continued to eat in silence and bathe in the warmth of Decan and
in the peaceful bliss he brought all of them. Even weeks after Decan left Sarantos
tent, the warmth and peace would stay both in the tent and within his soul. The talk
around the camp would be about how warm Captain Sarantos tent was and how a
veil of kindness was felt when they
stood in its comfort.

Sarantos broke the silence. “Decan, I
have no more fear. My heart and soul
are aligned. Even as we go to battle I
feel blessed, and I have you to thank.
Your presence has awakened me.
There are parts of my soul that are at
peace, parts that haven’t felt restful in
many years…”

Decan smiled and shifted slightly in
his seat to gather his robes around
him before he stood up. Decan said,
“Brel, my friend, we must go. Her
time is short.”
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Brel never said a word but stood up and followed him out of the tent without looking
back or acknowledging his Captain. Sarantos thought he might be too emotional and
didn’t want him to see. The Brad was an interesting race. Right now, he wondered
how old he was, and how long they lived. It would appear, at least to him that Decan
and Brel had known each other for many years. The mystery continued, and Addie
knew Decan as well. It’s funny how everything in the universe was connected
somehow.

The ones he called friends and the ones he loved, he truly knew so very little about
them. What he did know was how they treated others, how they treated him, and
how they fought and believed in the sanctity of the individual. Freedom was a gift
of love, and to choose love for oneself was an honor and a privilege! It didn’t matter
if he knew everything about them. He trusted them. They’d earned that trust. Their
beliefs were their own, not for him to judge.

Our job is to spread kindness, foster honesty, and fight for the right to have that. That
is true freedom.

He felt more alive then he’d felt in a long time. Chuckling at his mind that turned
into a preachy soundboard for his own thoughts was who he was, and he finally
accepted that. Maybe he was passive aggressive. Maybe he was sometimes hard on
himself. Maybe his mind raced and went to the weirdness sometimes. So what? He
wanted to write music and to sing songs. That was where his soul lived and thrived.
Maybe, when they returned to the starship, he’d have live concerts in the Diamond
Room and bring life back into his tortured soul. Music was the essence of happiness.
Addie was his happiness. He wanted them both.

Pulling on his coat and grabbing another slice of bread, he headed out into the cold
to face the day of war that beckoned him. He’d have to wait for word on Addie.
There was nothing else he could do but be the Captain of this army, this group of
brave men. All he could do was calm himself and breathe. Just breathe…
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***

The day of combat had been brutal, but they’d improved their position. The flanking
was successful, and scouts believed that more than half of their rival’s army was
captured or eliminated.

He felt good about how the day ended and wondered if the visit from the Decan had
helped them in their campaign. Morale seemed at an all-time high. His cam made a
noise, a little static.

“Captain.”

It was Brel. The man’s voice sounded choked up and he couldn’t be sure if it was
good news or bad. His ears didn’t want to listen. Neither did his heart but his head
answered.

“Brel.”

“She lives, Captain, she lives and is asking about you and the army. Isn’t that just
like her? He did it, the Holy Man did it. I can’t believe it Captain! He saved her!”

Neither man could speak. All they both did was weep for a few minutes.

“Brel, you tell her…you tell her…you know, tell her to get back to work.”
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Both men laughed. “I will, sir,” said Brel, “and you know she’ll want to.”

The tent was warmer now. His breathing smooth and unwavering. His mind was
hushed.

He believed he’d never be the same - he was changed forever.
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